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ABSTRACT 

loud computing is a 

booming technology for 

large data storage 

applications, which will 

be affected by data security. The data will 

be loss in many cases. This paper 

concentrate data will be loss due to cloud 

failure. This provides a proxy-based 

storage system to overcome fault-tolerant 

in storage over multiple cloud storage 

providers. Cloud can interconnect different 

clouds and transparently stripe data across 

the clouds. The existing method first 

provided functional minimum-storage 

regenerating (FMSR) codes for NC 

(Network Code) Cloud environment. The 

FMSR code implementation maintains 

double-fault tolerance and has the same 

storage cost as in traditional erasure coding 

schemes based on RAID-6 codes, but uses 

less repair traffic when recovering a 

single-cloud failure. But which is not 

providing the efficient result for this scope. 

To overcome this, the replace recovery 

algorithm is introduced for the recovering 

process. With the help of this algorithm, 

the process can easily retrieve the cloud 

backup when any one cloud moves to the 

failure to the reasons such as the disaster, 

attack, or data loss and corruption. 

INTRODUCTION 

Cloud storage provides an on-

demand remote backup solution. However, 

using a single cloud storage vendor raises 

concerns such as having a single point of 

failure and vendor lock-ins. As suggested 

in, a plausible solution is to stripe data 

across different cloud vendors. While 

striping data with conventional erasure 

codes performs well when some clouds 

experience short term failures or 

foreseeable permanent failures, there are 

real-life cases showing that permanent 

failures do occur and are not always 

foreseeable. This work focuses on 

unexpected cloud failures. When a cloud 

fails permanently, it is important to 

activate storage repair to maintain the level 

C 
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of data redundancy. A repair operation 

reads data from existing surviving clouds 

and reconstructs the lost data in a new 

cloud. It is desirable to reduce the repair 

traffic, and hence the monetary cost, due to 

data migration. 

Recent studies propose 

regenerating codes for distributed storage. 

Regenerating codes are built on the 

concept of network coding. They aim to 

intelligently mix data blocks that are stored 

in existing storage nodes, and then 

regenerate data at a new storage node. It is 

shown that regenerating codes reduce the 

data repair traffic over traditional erasure 

codes subject to the same fault-tolerance 

level. Despite the favorable property, 

regenerating codes are mainly studied in 

the theoretical context. It remains 

uncertain regarding the practical 

performance of regenerating codes, 

especially with the encoding overhead 

incurred in regenerating codes. 

NEED FOR NEW SYSTEM 

In cloud computing environment 

unexpected failures are occurred rarely. In 

that situation a repair operation for 

retrieving the data is done. Existing system 

uses FMSR regenerating code, for 

retrieving the information from the failure 

cloud. Proxy based storage system for 

providing fault tolerance over multiple 

cloud service providers. Maintain the 

proxy system and their data is complex 

one. Client and cloud system communicate 

through the proxy system, so the overall 

processing time is long. 

This work introduces a remote 

recovery concept that can be reducing the 

overall processing time. It has an index file 

of each storing data, that index can be used 

to easily finding the location. FMSR 

Regenerating code requires storage for 

performing encoding operation. When 

compared to FMSR, Index file is not 

occupying the large amount of space. 

Remote Recovery mechanism is portable 

for all disks. 

METHOD DESCRIPTIONS 

1 FILE PROCESS 

The first process is to select the 

files for loading process. Here, the files are 

to be load in to different server. The 

directory indexing information’s of each 

and every file can be maintained in main 

server. But the files are stored in cloud 

storage. In this process the cloud server 

can contains all information about the 

servers.  

2 SYSTEM PROCESS 

System process means if the file 

can be downloaded by some user. For 
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downloading the files first they give the 

request to the server. According to the 

request the file can be downloaded from 

different server. But the storage process is 

not known to the users. The files are 

retrieved from different server. At the time 

of downloading if any one of the servers 

shall be shutdown. For that purpose this 

process goes for a greedy approach. 

 

3 GREEDY APPROACH  

Greedy approach mainly used for 

storage process. It starts with a feasible 

recovery solution, and incrementally 

replaces the current solution with another 

one that reads less data. This approach 

mainly used at the time of destroying the 

files from the server. Before presenting the 

replace recovery algorithm, a primitive 

function is need to determines if one server 

is valid to resolve the data symbols after 

being replaced with other parity symbols 

in another server. For each parity symbol, 

a bit encoding vector that specifies how 

the strip of lost data symbols is encoded to 

the parity symbol. 

 

4.RECOVERY PROCESS 

The recovery process use replace 

recovery algorithm. The directory 

information’s are stored in every server. 

So the proposed system can replace the 

files from destroyed servers. This system 

simplified recovery model states that there 

exists a recovery solution that contains 

exactly parity symbols for regenerating 

lost data symbols for each server failure. 

Computationally efficient replace recovery 

algorithm that seeks to minimize the 

number of read symbols for single disk 

failure recovers. The whole process 

architecture will be shown in figure1. 

 

  Fig 1. System Architecture 
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ALGORITHM JUSTIFICATION 

The replace recovery algorithm can 

be used to recover the failure of server’s 

information’s in the cloud. Using this 

algorithm the files are recovered which can 

be stored in the failure server. This replace 

recovery algorithm can have some 

objectives like search efficiency, effective 

recovery performance and adaptable to 

heterogeneous network system. So this 

algorithm finds recovery solution with 

polynomial complexity. In this process the 

main server can contains all servers 

directory indexing information’s. 

According to the process of replace 

recovery algorithm the files are obtained 

from servers. This algorithm provides 

optimal recovery performance in the cloud. 

A greedy algorithm is a 

mathematical process that looks for 

simple, easy-to-implement solutions to 

complex, multi-step problems by deciding 

which next step will provide the most 

obvious benefit. Greedy algorithms work 

by recursively constructing a set of objects 

from the smallest possible constituent 

parts. Recursion is an approach to problem 

solving in which the solution to a 

particular problem depends on solutions to 

smaller instances of the same problem. 

The advantage to using a greedy algorithm 

is that solutions to smaller instances of the 

problem can be straightforward and easy to 

understand.  

METHODOLOGY DISCUSSIONS

 By using greedy approach along 

with replacement recovery algorithm is 

worked well. It reduces the recovery time 

and cost. The replacement recovery 

algorithm recovers the disk such as cloud 

based upon the parity values. Because of 

all the data’s are present like binary format 

in the cloud. The primary objective is to 

minimize the amount of data read from the 

surviving disks for recovery and hence the 

overall time of the recovery operation, 

while the recovery solution can be quickly 

determined. This paper proposes a replace 

recovery algorithm, which uses a hill-

climbing (greedy) approach to optimize 

the recovery solution. It starts with a 

feasible recovery solution, and 

incrementally replaces the current solution 

with another one that reads less data. The 

proposed system validate that it provides 

near-optimal recovery for different 

variants of FMSR codes. Also, it is shown 

to achieve polynomial complexity. Note 

that the replace recovery can be extended 
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for the setting where disks are 

heterogeneous with different performance 

costs. This implies that the replace 

recovery can be applied based on the 

current performance costs of surviving 

disks, while existing enumeration recovery 

is infeasible in doing so due to its 

exponential complexity. 

CONCLUSION 

In this work, the fault-tolerant 

storage was provided by a proxy based 

storage system. In that the functional 

minimum-storage regenerating (FMSR) 

codes used for double tolerant over 

multiple cloud storage. The proposed 

concept used replace recovery algorithm 

which is used for recovering the cloud data 

when the cloud damaged. This algorithm 

recovers the data in a cloud and also 

replaces same content. In this approach all 

the data are retrieved in proper manner. 

This algorithm is very useful for 

recovering important data from the natural 

disasters, loss and damage. The initial 

experimental results show that the 

proposed algorithm efficiently recovers the 

backup during the corruption and the cost 

reduced. 
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